ClaimStatusPlus™

All THE ANSWERS
You Need.
To get paid fast. And to remove up to 90
percent of claims from manual follow up.
No more spending hours of staff time trying to decipher why some
claims were denied. Or wasting time chasing claims that have
already been approved for payment. ClaimStatusPlus™ replaces
endless question marks with answers, often within a few days of
claim submission. Best of all, you can get the answers delivered
inside the systems you use most, eliminating technology hassles and
streamlining your team’s workflow. Regardless of how, where or in
which system you process claims, ClaimStatusPlus operates as an
intelligence feed, delivering detailed and timely answers on claims
status including the precise reason for denial. And it eliminates
continuous manual follow-up on the approximately 90 percent of
claims that have already been approved, freeing staff to focus on
remediation rather than follow-up.

Do the Math.
Believe it or not, back office staff spend more time following up on
claims that are already going to be paid than on remediating those
that were denied. Imagine the savings if that wasted time could be
eliminated by identifying approved claims earlier. For Recondo’s
ClaimStatusPlus customers, the savings are big. That’s not even
counting improvements to cash flow now that claim remediation is
also significantly faster.

Lower the High Cost of Getting Paid.
Most healthcare organizations are paying for resources unnecessarily,
just to get paid what they’re owed. Overtime staff hours. Third party
collectors. And in too many cases, account balance write-offs.
With ClaimStatusPlus, the solution is simple.
ClaimStatusPlus drops straight into your
preferred system and then works like it’s been
there forever. But don’t take our word for it
— do the math yourself. Scan the code to the
right, or visit recondotech.com/csp for an ROI
calculator that will show you in real dollars and
hours how much ClaimStatusPlus can recoup
for your organization.

Supercharge Your System with
Recondo Intelligence
Hospital information systems make
it easier to manage patient data. But
imagine a system that could also
automatically populate claim status fields.
Or wrap up a patient registration with an
accurate estimate of what the patient will
owe. Those are just a couple of the highly
manual tasks that Recondo intelligence
feeds can automate within many widely
used HIS and Revenue Cycle workflow
applications, including:
• Epic
• McKesson
• Meditech
• Cerner		
• Allscripts
• Artiva
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ALL THE ANSWERS

Meet the Bot that
BRINGS BACK THE ANSWERS.
It’s highly intelligent. It never stops working. And no other claim status follow-up process is faster, easier or more complete than
Recondo’s patented ReconBot™ technology. ReconBots take the revenue cycle to the next level by automatically querying payer
websites to retrieve, normalize and present information critical to claims follow-up. Built to handle unlimited information queries
to multiple sources at once, ReconBots deliver answers that make conventional EDI look extremely weak by comparison.

Proprietary Intelligence

Unmatched Technology

Proven Experience

• Removes up to 90 percent of claims for
manual follow-up

• Scales to accommodate large health
system needs

• A portfolio of referenceable customers

• Patented ReconBot technology delivers
industry’s most complete and current
answers on claims status

• Easily integrates with most major HIS and
Revenue Cycle workflow systems

• Automated intelligence closes claims
set to be paid

• Queries and retrieves data from multiple
sources to bring back complete answers

• Credentialed access to 100+ payer
portals in dozens of states
• More experience with obtaining and
interpreting claims data than any
other vendor

• Problem accounts are prioritized and
noted with payer-specific reason codes to
make the account immediately actionable

MONITOR

RETRIEVE

Continuous watch on hundreds
of payer websites for answers

Identiﬁes and grabs the right data

DISTRIBUTE
Knowledge veriﬁed and provided
Eligibility | Authorization | Claims Status

BOT FARM

About Recondo Technology
Recondo empowers more than 900 hospitals and health systems with solutions that connect providers with over 90% of the nation’s payers
and their patients to ensure proper and accelerated payments across the care continuum. Our software and expertise streamline operations
and achieve efficiencies and cost savings from patient access through claim status to payment processing. Visit us at www.recondotech.com
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